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ABSTRACT
Differential Power Analysis (DPA) attacks allows discover-
ing the secret key stored into secure embedded systems by
exploiting the correlation between the power consumed by
a device and the data being processed. The computation
involved is generally relatively simple, however, if the used
power traces are composed by a large number of points, the
processing time can be long. In this paper we aim at speed-
ing up the so called correlation power analysis (CPA). To do
so, we used the OpenCL framework to distribute the work-
load of the attack over an heterogeneous platform composed
by a CPU and multiple accelerators. We concentrate in
the computation of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients, as
they cover approximately 80% of the overall execution time,
and we further optimize the attack by minimizing the data
transfers between the host processor and the GPUs. Our
results show performance improvements of up to 9x when
compared with the reference parallel implementation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In traditional cyptanalysis, algorithms are attacked ex-

ploiting mathematical weaknesses. However, this is not the
only way which and adversary can use to gain information:
by exploit the weaknesses of the physical implementation of
the algorithm it is possible to retrieve the secret key. The
most powerful example of these physical attacks is power
analysis [6, 7], which exploits the correlation between the
power consumed by a device and the data being processed
to reveal the cryptographic key.

Since the publication of the first attack in 1998, researchers
have attempted to both, counteract these attacks, and to im-
prove their efficiency. Correlation power attack (CPA) [3] is
one improvement of the base DPA. Usually, it correlates the
power traces with an hypothesis of one byte, and, because
of this, it is more effective that attacks exploiting single bit
hypothesis. Researcher also aimed at integrating the most
powerful attacks into a single evaluation platform. Among
the ones commercially developed, the DPA Workstation pro-
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duced by Cryptography Research Incorporated (CRI) [5],
and the Inspector of Riscure [12] which allows to perform
Side Channel Attacks as well as Fault Injections, are proba-
bly the most successful ones. Academia also proposed tools
for carrying out attacks [10, 14].

Power traces are usually composed by a large number of
points and their size can be very large. One possible way
to deal with this problem is to compress the traces into a
smaller subset of points, integrating the trace, selecting the
maximum point, or using more complex statistical tools such
has principal component analysis. However, the compression
might cause the lost of exploitable information. A second
approach to deal with large amount of data, would be to
increase the performance of the routines running the attack,
in order to allow to process larger data sets, in a reasonable
amount of time.

An help in this direction can come from heterogeneous
systems composed by CPUs and additional accelerators such
as GPUs, which are currently considered as a cost-effective
alternative to super-computers.

One of the first attempts in this direction was carried out
by Lee et al. [8]. The authors proposed to perform a classi-
cal DPA on AES by splitting the computation between the
available GPUs. However, the gain in performance was very
limited compared to the base implementation running on
the CPU.

Patel and Baldwin [11] further improve the performance
of the portion of the code executed on the GPU by exploit-
ing more efficient CUDA libraries, such as Thrust [2] and
CuBLAS [1].

A similar approach was proposed by Swamy et al. [16]
implementing CPA attacks by splitting the computation be-
tween the GPU and the CPU.

Finally, Oh and Choi [9] propose to parallelize the compu-
tation using several CPUs. The independence of each task
is guaranteed by the loading of independent data set in each
core. Reported results allow to decrease the execution time
up to 66%, however, when scaling the system, the commu-
nication overhead can be significantly high.

In this paper, we propose an open-source framework for
fast computation of power based side channel attacks using
multiple (possibly different) accelerators. As starting point,
we concentrate on correlation power attacks and we based
our routines on the OpenCL platform [15], as it provides
the backend to support a wide range of platforms. We ad-
ditionally apply algorithmic optimization to minimize the
data transfer between the host CPU and the rest of the sys-
tem, we propose more effective structures to store the data
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required for the attack, and we explore the scalability of our
overall system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces power based side channel attacks. Section 3 presents
the implementation of the target correlation power attacks,
highlighting the data structures and execution flow. Sec-
tion 4 reports our proposed implementation, and Section 5
summarizes the obtained experimental results. Finally, Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper.

2. DIFFERENTIAL POWER ANALYSIS
In this section we introduce power analysis attacks high-

light the implementation details useful for accelerating their
computation.

Differential Power Analysis attacks are side channel at-
tacks which exploit the dependency between the power con-
sumed by a device and the data being processed. In a nut-
shell, DPA allows to make an hypothesis on a portion of the
key, and verify the correctness of this hypothesis using the
power traces. Thanks to this, an adversary is capable of
extracting the secret key stored into a device in a quick and
effective way. Overall, a typical DPA can be divided in five
steps:

• Choose the target intermediate result The goal
of this phase is to choose an intermediate result of the
target cryptographic algorithm where to perform the
attack. The intermediate result should depend on the
secret key. Usually, in block ciphers, the choosen in-
termediate value is the output of the non linear trans-
formation. This choice is very critical as it will impact
the effectiveness of the attack as well as the whole com-
putation time.

• Measure the power consumption The next step
is to measure and store the power consumption of the
cryptographic device while it encrypts or decrypts sev-
eral data blocks. The measurement should include the
computation of the chosen intermediate result. Here,
one important factor is the sampling frequency. If too
low, the desired instantaneous power might not be visi-
ble, if too high, it will increase significantly the number
of points in the traces and, as a direct consequence, the
computational time. We denote the matrix storing the
power consumption with T.

• Calculate hypothetical intermediate values The
following step is the computation of all the possible
values of the chosen intermediate result. We denote
the matrix storing the possible values of the interme-
diate results using V.

• Map to hypothetical power consumption val-
ues In this step, the matrix V is used, together with
a power model, to compute the hypothetical power
consumption at the target intermediate step of the
algorithm. The power model usually used are the
Hamming-distance or the Hamming weight. We de-
note the matrix storing the hypothetical power con-
sumption with H.

• Compare hypothetical values with measured val-
ues The final step is the correlation between the ma-
trix of the hypothetical power consumption, H and

the actual power consumption T aiming at finding the
secret key hypothesis which shows the higher corre-
lation. Very often, the correlation is computed using
the Pearson’s correlation, described by the following
equation:

ri,j =

∑D
d=1(hd,i − hi) · (td,j − tj)√∑D

d=1(hd,i − hi)2 ·
∑D

d=1(td,j − tj)2
(1)

3. DPA ROUTINE STRUCTURE
In this section we discuss the structure of the routines

implementing the DPA which we aim at accelerating. Cur-
rently, out application is specifically developed for attacking
AES, as it is the standard block cipher, however, it can be
easily extended to support any block cipher. Our applica-
tion is composed of several steps, the computation of the
target intermediate value of the AES; the computation of
the hamming-weight of the power model; and the computa-
tion of the Pearson’s correlation for each key hypothesis.

3.1 Execution Flow
The starting point of the computation is the loading of

the input data, by means of a dedicated file. This file has
10 bytes of metadata: number of traces (uint32), number of
samples per trace (uint32), sample format(char) and known
data length in bytes (uint8). The rest of the file is structured
as a list of traces, where for each trace all the samples mea-
sured and then the known data used to perform that trace as
stored are stored. For example, a file that stores ten traces
with one hundred float samples and sixteen knowndata bytes
requires 4170 bytes (10 + 10 × (4 × 100 + 16)).

The data loaded from the file are stored into a vector, with
a size equal to number of traces. After that, the hypothetical
values are computed using the functions GenInterVal and
GenPMVal. This step generates a matrix sized numT ×
256 for each byte of the secret key. When the generation
of the intermediate values is complete, the correspondent
Hamming Weight value is calculated and stored in the same
matrix.

The reference implementation run on a single threaded
until this step. Afterwards, it creates N + 1 threads. The
first thread starts reading the a batch of samples from all
traces and storing the matrix sized numt×batchS in a queue,
where numT is the number of traces and batchS is the batch
size. These threads join when all the samples from all the
traces are read and stored in the queue. In order to explore
the CPU, N threads are created, where N is the number of
cores and each thread starts a loop: pick a matrix from the
queue, correlate it with the hypothetical values and get the
highest correlation value. The correlation algorithm is the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient, where each sample is inde-
pendent from the other. When all threads are completed,
the key guesses with the highest correlation are reported.

3.2 Data Structures
The known data used as input to the cryptographic al-

gorithm are stored in a vector with numT × m positions.
The first m positions corresponds to the m bytes used as
known data for the first trace, figure 1a. The intermediate
values and the power model values are stored in the same
matrix, H (Figure 1b). This matrix has 256 × numt × m
elements, where the first two dimensions represent the com-
bination of all possible values for the first byte of the secret
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Figure 1: Data structures used by our application.
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Figure 2: Execution graph of the application using BLAS
libraries. The execution time is measured with 48000 traces
composed of 5004 samples each.

key with all traces. The third dimension is the byte of the
secret key. The batches of samples that are read from the
file are stored in a matrix sized batchS×numT (Figure 1c),
where batchS is the size of the batch and the numT is the
number of traces. Finally the correlation is a matrix sized
batchS × numT (Figure 1d).

3.3 Profiling
Figure 2 depicts the execution time spent in each rou-

tine. The execution time was measured using as input 48000
traces of 5004 samples each on a server equipped with a Xeon
E5-2609 processor and a GTX 680.

As can be seen from the figure, the largest amount of time
is needed to compute the Pearson’s correlation. As the the
computation of the correlation is based on a matrix multi-
plication, the most natural choice to begin the acceleration
is to use efficient libraries for algebraic calculations, namely
MKL [] for the CPU and CuBLAS [] for CUDA.

As it can be seen from the figure, the initialization re-
quires only few milliseconds mainly spent in the checking of
the format.because of the input’s verification. Also the time
needed for the finalization of the output is negligible. The
two most time consuming routines are the one which gener-
ates the hypothetical value and the one which computes the
correlation.

4. PARALLELISM EXPLOITATION
To accelerate modern computationally demanding appli-

cations, researchers have recently turned to heterogeneous
platforms composed by one or more Central Processing Units
(CPUs) and multiple accelerating devices, e.g., Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs). To take advantage of heteroge-
neous systems, a set of programming frameworks have been
developed including CUDA and OpenCL. While the former
is more mature and optimized for NVIDIA GPUs, the latter
can be used to program a wide variety of accelerators, includ-
ing NVIDIA or AMD GPUs, Intel Xeon Phi or some FPGA-
based systems. Furthermore, recent studies have suggested
that this added portability does not have a major impact on
the accelerators performance [4]. As a consequence, the pre-
sented work selects the OpenCL programming framework
to enable the distribution of the Differential Power Analy-
sis (DPA) tool workload to multiple devices.

To accelerate the execution of the considered DPA, the in-
herent data parallelism of the application is explored. In the
following section we detail the the developing of a scalable
solution for heterogeneous platforms composed of multiple
accelerators. Furthermore, by analyzing the application ex-
ecution flow, it is evident that the Pearson’s correlation is
the most time consuming function. As a result, it is the
first candidate for acceleration. Notwithstanding, the re-
maining parts of the program were carefully analyzed such
as to discover other functions that might help in reducing
the program execution time. In particular, it was found
that the functions related with the generation of hypotheti-
cal key values and output reduction could also be optimized
to decrease the overall algorithm execution time.

4.1 Parallelization strategy
Exploiting modern heterogeneous computing platforms,

typically composed of a host CPU and multiple accelerating
devices, requires efficient partitioning of the computational
workload in order to achieve a collaborative execution.

Multiple strategies can be devised to achieve an efficient
collaborative execution. Using a coarse grained approach,
one could partition the discovery of the several key bytes
among the different accelerators. This can be achieved by
dividing the three-dimensional matrix H, presented in Fig-
ure 1b, amongst the different accelerators and by orches-
trating each accelerator to independently compute one of
the key bytes. While this would lead to an embarrassingly
parallel problem with no dependencies between the differ-
ent accelerators, it would require transferring to each device



one two-dimensional plan of matrix H per key byte plus ma-
trix T, corresponding to the measured power sample values.
Naturally this may significantly constraint the system scal-
ability if the total amount of data to be transferred does not
fit into the accelerators global memory. Furthermore, since
a course grained approach would be achieved, it would limit
the workload distribution among the different accelerators
and it would likely result in an unbalanced execution.

To overcome the described issue, a fine-grained paral-
lel strategy is exploited in this work. This is achieved by
partitioning the computation of the correlation matrix R
among the different devices. As a consequence, only a set of
columns of matrix T is required in each device, significantly
reducing the memory requirements.

To guarantee a balanced execution, a dynamic scheduling
strategy is adopted. Accordingly, the workload is divided
into multiple chunks, each corresponding to the computa-
tion of a set of columns of the correlation matrix R for one
of the different bytes of the secret key. This allows compen-
sating for the different processing performances of the dif-
ferent devices, as the fastest devices will naturally process
more chunks than the slowest device. Finally, to efficiently
control the accelerators and enable hiding the data transfers
behind computation, multiple host CPU threads operating
in pipeline are considered. Accordingly, each accelerating
device may have different assistant threads, each copying a
chunk of data to the accelerator, issuing the execution, and
retrieving the results.

4.2 Accelerated execution flow
Figure 3 presents the execution flow of the proposed DPA

tool while running in heterogeneous platforms composed
of multiple OpenCL accelerators. As can be observed, af-
ter program initialization, the encrypted (or the decrypted)
text, i.e. the plain (or the cypher) text, is copied to all
OpenCL devices using a non-blocking approach (step 1).
Following, (in step 2) all OpenCL devices compute the hypo-
thetical key values (functions AES (De)Crypt, Estimate Po-

wer and Get H Stats). While this procedure requires repli-
cating the same computation on multiple devices, it mini-
mizes data transfer costs, and therefore reduces the overall
execution time.

While the OpenCL accelerators compute the hypothetical
key values, the host thread 0, spawns multiple device as-
sistant threads corresponding to the estimation of the most
likely key value (host threads 1 to N) in the available ac-
celerators (parallel step 2). After this initial setup phase,
the main host thread reads all samples from the input file
and writes them to a circular buffer (step 3). The device
assistant threads are then responsible for reading the data
from the circular buffer (step 4), copying it to the accelerat-
ing device (step 5), issuing the kernel that correlates them
with the hypothetic values (step 6), and finally determining
which is the most likely key value (step 7).
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Figure 3: DPA tool execution (black) and data (blue) flow,
using the OpenCL platform.

4.3 Computation of the Pearson correlation
An efficient approach to apply the Pearson correlation be-

tween the samples and the hypothetical key values (step 6
in Figure 3) is to divide the computation between: (i) data
normalization (to guarantee that the data under analysis
has zero mean and unit variance); and (ii) matrix multiplica-
tion, which can be performed using highly optimized vendor-
specific libraries, e.g., Intel MKL on CPUs or cuBLAS on
NVIDIA GPUs. However, this approach requires iterating
over the same data multiple times, which results in addi-
tional computations. As such, we simplify the computation
of the Pearson correlation in (1) by noting that:

1

D

D∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 =
1

D

D∑
i=1

x2
i − x̄2 (2)

1

D

D∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ) =
1

D

D∑
i=1

xiyi − x̄ȳ (3)

which results in:

ri,j =
Ehitj − tjhi√(

Eh2
i
− h

2
i

)(
Et2j

− t
2
j

) (4)

where

Ehitj =
1

D

D∑
d=1

hd,itd,j (5)

Eh2
i

=
1

D

D∑
d=1

h2
d,i (6)

Et2j
=

1

D

D∑
d=1

t2d,j (7)

As a consequence of this simplification, two optimizations
can be implemented, which allow significantly reducing the
execution time, namely: a) since all the terms in (4) can be
computed by iterating over the data one single time, a sig-
nificant reduction of the overall number of memory accesses
is achieved; and b) since the terms Eh2

i
and hi only depend



on the hypothetical key values, they can be pre-computed
and stored in the accelerators global memory (kernel Get H

Stats of Figure 3), while the remaining terms are computed
in real-time (kernel Get T Stats of Figure 3).

Finally, optimized matrix multiplication libraries (e.g., Vi-
ennaCL [13]) can still be used to accelerate the computation
of the Person correlation for different values of i and j (ker-
nel Pearson Correlation of Figure 3). Once the real and
hypothetical power samples are correlated, one must find
the sample with maximum correlation, which corresponds
to the most likely key value (kernel Find Max Correlation

of Figure 3). The computation of the maximum value cor-
responds to a reduction step, where multiple parallel cores
cooperate to find the optimal value. The optimized proce-
dure to perform this step is discussed in the next section.

4.4 Kernel specific optimizations
To efficiently apply a DPA attack and reduce the over-

all execution time, multiple optimizations can be consid-
ered. The implementation details described in the next
subsections are specifically tailored for execution on GPUs.
However, in most cases, such optimizations are expected to
achieve near optimal performance in other architectures.

Since the kernel launching overhead can have a significant
impact on the overall application performance, an optimiza-
tion effort was made to reduce the total number of kernels
that are launched during program execution. Furthermore,
the organization of the data structures was also optimized
such as to guarantee coalesced data accesses. As a result,
the matrices represented in Figure 1, corresponding to the
Hypothetical and the Measured power values, are stored in
row major order. The matrix of correlated values (R), is
organized in a one-dimensional buffer such as to maximize
the performance of the reduction phase.

4.4.1 Generation of the hypothetical power samples
The generation of the hypothetical power samples (func-

tions AES (De)Crypt and Estimate Power) is performed us-
ing a single kernel, which execution is hidden behind the
creation of the device assistant threads and the reading of
the first power samples batch from file.

The kernel launch environment was defined using a three
dimensional structure of numT × 256× numBytes threads,
where numT is the number of traces and the numBytes is
the number of bytes of the secret key. As a result, each
OpenCL work-item computes one hypothetical power sam-
ple value as follows. First, each work-item computes the
bitwise and between a known data byte and a secret key
possible value. Then, it uses the substitution box model
stored in constant memory to get the resulting encrypted
(or decrypted) word. Finally it counts the number of bits
set to one to obtain an estimation of the power consumption.
To obtain the number of bits set to one, two procedures were
implemented: for OpenCL 1.2 or later, the native popcount

function is used; for OpenCL 1.1, algorithm 1 is used.

Algorithm 1 Count non-zero bits

1: function MyPopCount(num)
2: num← num− ((num >> 1)&0x55555555)
3: num← (num&0x33333333) + ((num >> 2)&0x33333333)
4: return((num+(num >> 4)&0xF0F0F0F )∗0x1010101) >> 24
5: end function

4.4.2 Statistics of matrices H and T
While the computation of matrices H and T could be

merged into the kernels responsible for the computation of
the hypothetical power samples and the Pearson correlation,
this would have an impact on performance, mostly due to
computation inefficiencies such as those due to thread di-
vergence. As a consequence the adopted procedure uses two
distinct kernels, one to compute the statistics of matrix H
(function Get H Stats) and another for the statistics of ma-
trix T (function Get T Stats). In both kernels, the execu-
tion environment is set such that each work-item iteratively
computes: (a) the sample means of matrices H and T (i.e.,
the values h̄i and t̄i for each sample i); and (b) the samples
mean of the element-wise square of matrices H and T (i.e.,
the values Eh2

i
and Et2i

for each sample i).

For both kernels, after (a) and (b) all work-items also

compute either
√

Eh2
i
− h

2
i or

√
Et2j

− t
2
j , depending on the

case. This allows a significant reduction on the number of
square root operations from numT × batchS square roots
(i.e., one square root per element of matrix R) to numT +
batchS, corresponding to one value per column of matrices
H and T.

4.4.3 Correlation of matrices H and R
According to (4), to compute the Pearson correlation, one

must also compute Ehitj , which corresponds to the internal
product between column vectors hi and tj or, equivalently,
to the multiplication of the transpose of matrix H with ma-
trix T. This is achieved by setting each work-item to com-
pute one value of the output matrix. To efficiently take ad-
vantage of the local memories in typical commodity GPUs,
each work-group uses 16 × 16 work-items such as to guar-
antee that the work-items can operate over local memory.
Accordingly, as depicted in Figure 4, the overall execution
environment includes a total number of numT

16
× batchS

16
work-

groups, where numT is the number of traces and batchS is
the number of selected samples.

Figure 4: Values of matrix H and T, respectively, stored in
local memory by threads from block (bx,by).

To maximize the performance, a block-wise approach is
adopted, where each work-group computes the result of a
16 × 16 block of matrix R. To accomplish this, the work-
items of each work-group start by collaboratively copying a
block of matrices H and T to local memory (blocks 1 and 2
in Figure 4), performing a block-wise matrix multiplication,
and storing the result in the local memory. Following, a
new set of blocks are loaded into local memory (blocks 3



and 4 in Figure 4), which are multiplied and accumulated
to the previous result in the local memory. The procedure
is then repeated until obtaining the result for the whole set
of columns.

4.4.4 Computing the maximum correlation value
The last step of the computation, corresponds to the de-

termination of the maximum correlation value. For this, a
three-stage reduction approach is adopted. The first and
second stages of the reduction step are applied by using an
optimized reduction kernel, which is illustrated in Figure
5. The execution environment of this kernel uses N work-

256 x batchS elements

0 1 2 N…

32 elements

f f f f
max max max max

Figure 5: Illustration of the second and third reduction
phases for computing the maximum value of matrix R, which
is herein represented in vector form.

groups of thirty two threads, where N is large enough to
provide simultaneous scheduling of multiple work-groups on
the same compute unit, which can help cover memory la-
tencies during execution. The first stage of the reduction
is fully parallel, with each work-item computing the maxi-
mum value over a large set of values, resulting in a structure
with N sets of 32 elements. To maximize performance, this
computation is made such as to guarantee memory access
coalescence over all work-items of the same work-group. Af-
ter this first stage, each set of 32 elements is reduced to a
vector of N elements by using tree-like structure (triangle of
Figure 5). The final (third) reduction step is performed di-
rectly on the CPU by first determining the maximum value
over the N resulting elements.

Finally, since the computation of the matrix R may be
split to multiple OpenCL devices, a synchronization step
over all assistant threads is required. For this, each device
assistant thread must compare its local maximum with the
global maximum stored on the CPU main memory. Natu-
rally, to avoid conflicts on the global maximum, each assis-
tant thread locks the access to the global maximum value
before making the comparison and eventually updating the
value.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance gains that can be achieved

by using the described DPA tool, several approaches and

Table 1: Heterogeneous systems considered configurations.

System 1 System 2 System 3
Xeon E5-2609 i7 3820 i7 4770K

32GB 16GB 32GB
GTX 680 Radeon R9 290X Tesla K40c
GTX 680 GTX 560 Ti -

machine configurations were considered. The parallelization
approaches were tested by using efficient libraries for Basic
Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS), namely CuBLAS and
the parallel version of Intel MKL, and a dedicated imple-
mentation using the OpenCL programming framework. As
depicted in Table 1, the machine configurations represent the
most common cases of the typical heterogeneous platforms,
composed of one CPU and one or more GPUs, namely: Sys-
tem 1) composed of a dual 4-core Xeon E5-2609 CPU and
two identical GTX680 GPUs; System 2) with a 4-core In-
tel i7 3820 CPU and two different GPUs, namely one AMD
Radeon R9 290X and one NVIDIA GTX560 Ti; and Sys-
tem 3) with an Intel Core i7 4770L CPU and an NVIDIA
Tesla K40c GPU.

5.1 Speed Up using different libraries
The most direct approach to explore the available paral-

lelism by using efficient Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms
(BLAS), namely CuBLAS and MKL, to accelerate the most
critical operation in the DPA computation, namely the Pear-
son’s correlation. The obtained experimental results are de-
picted in Figure 6 for System 1, considering an input file
with 48 000 traces with 5 004 samples per trace.

When considering a straightforward implementation of
the tool considering the OpenCL programming framework
to perform the Pearson’s correlation, the experimental re-
sults suggest a lower performance than when executed with
the BLAS libraries. This is due to the highly optimized im-
plementation both in CuBLAS and in MKL. Nevertheless,
significant speed-ups can be achieved when exploring the
available resources in the heterogeneous systems.

To further decrease the execution time, the generation of
the hypothetical values and the reduction of the output was
shifted to the OpenCL accelerators as described in Section 4.
Using this approach, the responsibility of the host CPU is
mostly related with the orchestration of the execution on
the OpenCL devices, which perform most of the computa-
tional work. As can be concluded by analyzing the OpenCL
optimized bars in Figure 6, when comparing with the BLAS
libraries versions, a speedup of up to 5× is observed when
using one NVIDIA GTX 680 GPU. This is achieved by ade-
quately exploring the available computational resources, by
improving the memory transfers to the GPU and by improv-
ing the correlation calculation in order to reduce redundant
computations and memory accesses. Furthermore, since the
proposed solution allows scaling two multiple OpenCL de-
vices, the second GTX 680 GPU in System 1 can be used to
further decrease the execution time and achieve a cumula-
tive speed-up of about 9 times. A more detailed analysis on
the performance variation on different systems are presented
in the following sections.

5.2 Execution Time dependency
In order to analyze how the execution time varies with the
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Figure 6: Execution time in system 1 when using an input
file composed of 48 000 traces and 5 004 samples/trace.
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Figure 7: Execution time of System 1 (OpenCL optimized
version) with a test file composed of 10 000 traces and a
varying number of samples per trace.

number of samples and the number of traces, further tests
were performed on System 1. Accordingly, Figure 7 presents
the obtained results when varying the number of samples
per trace and while fixing the number of traces to 10 000.
Furthermore, Figure 8 presents the execution time depen-
dency with the number of traces, when fixing the number
of samples per trace to 5 004. In both cases a linear vari-
ation is observed, which allows concluding that the DPA
computation has a linear variation with the amount of data.
However, the variation with the number of samples per trace
denotes a trend line with a slope of 0.0004 while the varia-
tion with the amount of traces has a slope of 0.0002. This
difference is due to the fact that, if a trace is added, only
one more sum is required for each loop in correlation, i.e.,
one more iteration is added; if a sample is added, it cor-
responds to adding one more column in matrix R, which
implies computing another 255 times the value of ri,j .

Varying the amount of traces and samples has an addi-
tional impact in the system, which is concerned with the
amount of memory required in each GPU. To adequately
evaluate the impact of the memory requirements with the
number of samples and traces, the total amount of data to
be processed was fixed, and the ratio between traces and
samples per trace was varied. Figure 9 depicts the execu-
tion time (on the right side) and the total amount of mem-
ory required (on the left side). As can be observed, the
GPU memory requirements are increased when using more
traces with less samples per trace, which is justified by the
fact that the stored data mainly depends on the number of
traces. Since samples are processed in fixed size chunks, a
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Figure 8: Execution time of System 1 (OpenCL optimized
version) with a test file composed of 5 004 samples per trace
and a varying number of traces.
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Figure 9: Execution time and minimum memory require-
ments in the GPU. The amount of traces and samples varies
between 2 500 and 10 000, for a sample chunk size of 256.

higher number of samples only results in a higher amount of
transferred chunks, having no impact on the GPU memory
requirements. However, for each processed chunk of samples
all the traces need to be stored in memory. Accordingly, the
memory requirements, depending on the number of traces
(represented by numT) and the number of sample chunks
(represented by sizeP) can be modeled by:

GPUreqMEM = 256×numT +sizeP ×numT +256×sizeP
(8)

Performance wise, no significant variance is noted. Nev-
ertheless, a slight increase in the execution time occurs with
the increase in number of traces, manly because of the mem-
ory impact in the performance.

5.3 Performance in different systems
In order to evaluate how the execution time of the pro-

posed tool scales to different systems, experimental results
were obtained. Figure 10 depicts the performance of the pro-
posed optimized OpenCL implementation. For each system,
the execution time was obtained for 48 000 traces and 5 004
samples/trace, using the CPU-only version (i.e., accelerated
with Intel MKL), and the proposed optimized implemen-
tations with one and two GPUs (except System 3 that is
composed of only one GPU).

Analyzing the results presented in Figure 10, it can be
observed that System 1 has an identical performance when
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Figure 10: Execution time using different systems. The ex-
ecution time was measured using the system 1 and an input
file with 48000 traces and 5004 samples/trace.

using either GPU 1 or GPU2, with a speed up (regarding the
CPU-only version) of about 5 times. This is an expectable
behavior since the two GPUs are identical. Furthermore,
when using both GPUs a speed-up of 8.8 times is observed.
While one could expect the system performance to double,
it is important to recall that the overall execution time is in-
fluenced not only by the computation of the correlation step,
but also by the computation of the hypothetical power con-
sumption values (which computation is replicated among all
devices) and by some initialization and termination steps.
Analyzing in detail the time required to perform the cor-
relation step, which is the part that is parallelized among
multiple GPUs, it can be seen that it requires 6 and 12
seconds with one and two GPUs, respectively. This allows
concluding that the proposed solution scales linearly with
the number of available OpenCL accelerators.

When considering the heterogeneous System 2, it can be
seen that the second GPU is significantly faster than the
first. Nevertheless, the proposed implementation is able to
adequately balance the computation between the two de-
vices, resulting in an execution time of only 4.67 seconds
with two GPUs (corresponding to a speedup of 9× regard-
ing the CPU-only version). To show that the proposed solu-
tion allows balancing the execution among multiple OpenCL
accelerators, Figure 11 depicts the execution timeline when
both GPUs are being used. As can be observed, since the
performance of the OpenCL accelerators is not identical, one
of the devices processes more data chunks than the other,
such as to allow load balancing. Finally, by analyzing the ex-
ecution time in System 3, it can be concluded that it achieves
the highest performance when using only the CPU-based
version. However, a significant 2.8 speedup is achieved by
using the proposed implementation with a single Tesla K40c
OpenCL accelerator.

5.4 Comparison with the state of art
To further evaluate the proposed DPA tool, a careful com-

parison with the state of art tools was performed. However,
since none of the tools is open-source, a direct comparison is
difficult: each author uses different methods, systems, and
data sizes to perform the DPA computation. To overcome
this issue, we compare the results obtained with the pro-
posed tool against the results reported in the original papers
and by considering the performance of each computational
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Figure 11: Time line for the execution of an input file with
48 000 traces and 5 004 samples/trace in system 2 using both
GPUs. Bi denotes chunk number i.

platform.
Lee et al. [8] consider the use of CUDA to accelerate the

DPA computation. The authors specifically tackle the prob-
lem of test sets with a very large number of samples (e.g., 10
million points per trace), impacting the GPU memory us-
age. While a speedup of about 2 times is reported when dis-
tributing the computation between the CPU and the GPU,
the solution is limited to NVIDIA GPUs.

In [11] the authors present a mixed MATLAB/CUDA im-
plementation able to port the computation to heterogeneous
platforms. Since no particular optimizations are reported
other than using efficient CUDA libraries, we find the solu-
tion to be identical to the one presented in Figure 6 using
CUBLAS.

In [9] the authors also recognize that the GPU memory
can be a restrictive factor if the number of traces/samples
is too large. To avoid dealing with this problem, the au-
thors decide to use a distributed system composed of mul-
tiple machines. However, not only they fail to achieve a
solution whose execution time scales linearly the number of
machines, but they also use a system that is more expensive
and power hungry.

The work proposed by Swamy et al. [16] is, to the best of
the authors knowledge, the most efficient implementation of
the DPA, considering the Correlation Power Analysis (CPA)
variant, using both the GPU and the CPU. The authors also
perform a simplification to the DPA calculation, by reduc-
ing the amount of samples used in the computation of the
correlation. However, this simplification may decrease the
effectiveness of the DPA, since it increases the amount of
noise and reduces the amount of available information in
the traces. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the DPA method
is not herein considered in the comparative analysis.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the herein proposed tool,
when running in different systems, and depicts the results
reported by Swamy et al. [16], when considering test files
composed of 80 000 traces and 1 000 samples/trace. Since
the tool proposed in Swamy et al. does not scale to multiple
accelerators, the results presented in Table 2 correspond to
a single GPU configuration. To make the comparison fair,
the table also reports the peak performance of each GPU
in giga floating point operations per second (GFLOPS). As
can be observed by analyzing the numbers in results in Ta-
ble 2, the proposed tool has a much higher performance,
taking only 7s to perform DPA on the modest GTX 560 Ti,



Table 2: State of the art comparison.

GPU Peak GFLOPs Time [s]
S1 GTX 680 3090 5s
S2 GTX 560 Ti 1263 7s
S2 Radeon R9 290X 5632 2s

[16] GTX 480 1345 50s
[16] Radeon 8670HD 768 20s

against a reported time of 50s on a GTX 480, an identical
GPU from the same manufacturer with identical GFLOPS.
The advantage of the herein proposed implementation, is
not only in the reported performance gains but also in its
scalability. It allows scaling to multiple devices, allows for
further improvements in performance.

To facilitate future comparisons with the proposed tool
and corresponding implementation, the source code is made
available at http://github.com/JNPA/DPAcalc

6. CONCLUSIONS
Herein a DPA tool is proposed considering its parallel

implementation, supported by the OpenCL programming
framework to distribute the computation workload to sev-
eral heterogeneous computing devices, in particular GPUs.
The considered approach allows to better explore the avail-
able computational resources in the users machines, by ef-
ficiently distributing the computation. The experimental
results suggest with the adequate usage of OpenCL bet-
ter results can be achieved regarding implementations us-
ing optimized BLAS libraries, such as CuBLAS and MKL
libraries, with overall speed ups up to 9 times. It is also pos-
sible to achieve good workload balancing when more than
one accelerator is available. These results also show that
a linear trade-off between the amount of traces and sam-
ples per traces can be considered. However, by increasing
the amount of traces, higher memory requirements are im-
posed in the accelerators global memory. Finally, in com-
parison with the state of the art tools, the presented results
allow concluding that the proposed implementation has sig-
nificantly lower execution time.
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